
 

Lionfish ear-bones reveal a more mobile
invasion
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A Red lionfish (Pterois volitans) swims in its native habitat near Gilli Banta
Island, Indonesia. Credit: Alexander Vasenin/Wikicommons.
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Just as lions are apex predators on land, lionfish in Florida are an
underwater force to be reckoned with. The biggest threat they pose,
however, is not their venomous spines. It is the alarming speed and
ferocity with which they invade new waters, eating prey that have not
evolved to recognize them as a predator, stealing food from important
commercial fish like snapper and grouper, and spawning baby lionfish at
incredible rates.

In the 1980s, lionfish (native to the South Pacific and Indian Ocean)
were introduced to Floridian waters, possibly by humans who bought
them as exotic pets and later released them to the ocean. Over the next
decades they spread rapidly, and today they have thoroughly invaded
their preferred warm waters in the Atlantic, Gulf of Mexico, and
Caribbean, damaging the native coral reef systems and food webs.

"The destructive nature of the lionfish invasion is partly to blame on
their reproductive success," says Montana Airey, a masters student at
Columbia University who studies lionfish. "They can produce thousands
of eggs every week, which after hatching can spread widely on ocean
currents. Also, since they are invaders, their prey don't recognize them as
dangers, so they can eat without much effort." 

As adults, lionfish tend to be slow-moving and stay local, not straying far
from their settled reef home. The invasiveness of lionfish is therefore
thought to happen when they are small, larval fish being carried to new
places by currents. However, researchers have little information about
how grown lionfish might invade or move to new waters because
tracking small marine organisms poses difficulties.

One way to investigate their movements, though, is to study their ear-
bones.

Lionfish ear-bones, or otoliths, grow over time in the way tree-rings do.
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"Since otoliths have growth rings related to their age," Airey explains,
"we can look at different parts of the otolith to understand the fish's life
at different points in time. The otolith core is the fish's juvenile growth
and the outer rim is the most recent growth."

Airey studies otoliths of lionfish captured at various depths and habitat
types (such as coral reefs or sandy bottoms) along the Gulf Coast of
Florida and the Florida Keys. She looks at carbon and oxygen atoms in
the otolith layers, specifically analyzing the makeup of stable
isotopes—a version of an atom, in this case an oxygen or carbon atom,
which has equal numbers of protons and neutrons in its nucleus and is
therefore balanced and non-radioactive. The chemical traits of stable
isotopes make them extremely useful in environmental studies
investigating detailed records of past water conditions.

The makeup of stable isotopes in each otolith layer is dependent on
water temperature and the type of algae or plants present throughout the
fish's life. Because water temperature and type of algae changes with
water depth, Airey can determine where a lionfish has lived, and she
creates a profile of movement between a lionfish's larval settlement
location and its home when caught.

Airey hopes these data will reveal how often lionfish move away from
certain water depths, what proportion stay local (also called "site-
specific"), and what habitat type they tend to migrate towards. In
preliminary results she will present at the August meeting of the
Ecological Society of America, she found something unexpected.

"Lionfish have been shown to be very site-specific," she says. "But I
observed many individuals with compositions in their otoliths that
suggest they moved some distance at least once throughout their life."

If adult lionfish are more mobile than previously thought, the strategies
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for management of this invasive species could become even more
complex. Understanding their choice of habitat once they grow up can
help managers to more effectively focus their removal and conservation
efforts.

Airey's research is the first to use this stable isotope analysis to explore
settlement and migratory behavior of lionfish in their invaded waters.
"Lionfish weren't commonly studied in their native habitat before the
invasion began," she adds. "I feel that stable isotopes are a strong tool to
be used in studies, like my own. They allow us to 'see' general patterns
underwater that we would have a hard time actually seeing otherwise." 
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